
Walmart, Home Depot, and Others Will Not
Stop Mask-Free Patrons from Shopping
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Most stores want to avoid conflict and do not believe it is their responsibility to
enforce masks. 
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US Representative Louie Gohmert, a Republican from Texas, gave a speech on the House
floor, calling on Congress to ban any political organization or party that has ever held
a public position supporting slavery or the Confederate States of America, namely, the
Democrat party.
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At least 100 police agencies have withdrawn from helping guard the Democratic National
Convention in August due to an order to stop using tear gas and pepper spray during
demonstrations. The removal of the non-lethal tools leave the police with no choice but
to use lethal force, and they are not willing to do that.

Racist Platform of the Democratic National
Committee Negatively References ‘Whites’ 15
Times
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The Democratic National Committee is holding its convention next month and aims to
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appeal to minorities by featuring support for Black Lives Matter and pledging to fight
racism. In doing so, it portrays Whites as having unwarranted privilege and exploiting
Blacks.

Seattle Radio Host Now Wants a Gun to Defend
Against the Mob After ‘Peaceful Protest’
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Paul Gallant has a new perspective on violent protests after mocking President Donald
Trump in June for saying anarchists were burning and pillaging Seattle. Gallant lives in
an apartment above a Starbucks coffee shop that was trashed and burned.
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Both local and federal governments are deliberately allowing the rioters to operate. Why
would they do that? We think it is because they are following a larger plan to make
things so frightening that the American people will plead for martial law to “save”
them.


